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 Baccarat can be played with just 1 player or all the way up to 14 players.
 At the beginning of the game, players place a bet on either the Player, Banker,

 or Tie space on the table.
 Once every player has bet, 2 hands of 2 cards each are dealt on the table, one 

for Player and one for Banker.
 Cards 2 through 9 are worth face value, tens and face cards are worth 0, and ac

es are worth 1.
 Whoever scores closest to 9 wins.
 If Player&#39;s hand wins, anyone who bet on the Player space wins the payout.
 Sometimes, a third card will be dealt.
 If Banker&#39;s score is 0 to 2, they receive a third card.
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Amazon sellers are paying Facebook to advertise incentivized schemes that trade 

free products for reviews on the ecommerce giant&#39;s website. Credit: Getty Im

ages / Mashable Composite
This isn&#39;t just happening through ads. Earlier this month, a UK-based consum

er advocacy group, Which?, released a report(opens in a new tab) about the growi

ng problem of Amazon sellers using Facebook Groups to offer free products in exc

hange for reviews.
SEE ALSO: Amazon claims its Rekognition software can now detect fear 
In 2009, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) updated its policies to include blog

gers and internet marketers. Earlier this year, in the first case of its kind, i

t fined one Amazon seller millions of dollars for paying for multiple fake revie

ws.
There are many possible reasons Amazon sellers are turning to Facebook ads to fi

nd reviews. Advertisers can laser target Facebook users based on the interests t

hey list on their profile, the apps they use, the Pages they like, and more. Usi

ng a Facebook pixel, advertisers can retarget users if they ever visit their web

site.
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On the other hand, betting on games of skill has started to be legalized and acc

epted in India.
 In a landmark judgment in 1996, the Supreme Court of India ruled that horse rac

ing was a game of skill and, thus, considered legal in India.
 We will again help you understand with the use of an example.
Say you want to bet on horse racing.
 If you are a novice who has no idea about the game, you are less likely to win 

your wager as opposed to an experienced punter who knows what he is doing.
 The experienced punter may study the conditions of the horse and the form of th

e rider in order to make a calculated choice and wager his money based on skilfu

l deduction.
 However, there have been more and more states that have now started contemplati

ng legalizing sports betting as an experienced punter who knows a lot about a pa

rticular sport can dramatically increase their chances of winning a wager.
Therefore, we hope that sports betting can soon be recognized as a game of skill

.
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